Improved Sensitivity of Intramolecular Strand Displacement Based on Localization of Probes.
Effective intermolecular interaction is required between probe and target molecules for successful detection of biomarkers. Here, we demonstrate that localization of probes on DNA nanostructures improves detection sensitivity and reaction rate. The structural flexibility of DNA nanostructures enabled frequent intramolecular interactions among the localized probes. The Smoluchowski coagulation method and the coarse-grained molecular dynamic software oxDNA were used for theoretical estimation of inter- and intramolecular behaviors of the DNA nanostructures as well as adequate experiments verifying the improvements in sensitivity with probe localization. Remarkably, the probe-localized DNA nanostructure had an increased sensitivity up to 274 times higher than that of the same probes without localization. We believe this achievement represents a wide applicability as a potential design strategy for robust, reliable, and sensitive biosensors.